Learning Resource Center (LRC) organized a one-day workshop on EBSCO Discovery Service at University of Management and Technology, Lahore. The main purpose of the workshop was to maximize the value and usefulness of your collection. EBSCO Discovery Service brings together the most comprehensive collection of content—including superior indexing from top subject indexes, high-end full text and the entire library collection—all within an unparalleled full-

Aimed that discover the power of Completeness & Precision behind every search

Learning Resource Center (LRC) featured, customizable discovery layer experience. Muhammad Rafiq Awan, Chief Librarian Officer, welcomed all participants and resource persons. He introduced the Resource persons Mr. Shaw Ji and Miss Shanti who came from India. They gave detailed briefing on searching techniques through EBSCO discovery service.
About EBSCO Information Services
EBSCO Information Services (EBSCO) is the leading discovery service provider for libraries worldwide with more than 6,000 discovery customers in over 100 countries. EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS) provides each institution with a comprehensive, single search box for its entire collection, offering unparalleled relevance ranking quality and extensive customization. EBSCO is also the preeminent provider of online research content for libraries, including hundreds of research databases, historical archives, point-of-care medical reference, and corporate learning tools serving millions of end users at tens of thousands of institutions. EBSCO is the leading provider of electronic journals & books for libraries, with subscription management for more than 360,000 serials, including more than 57,000 e-journals, as well as online access to nearly 744 databases.

- EBSCO Discovery Service
- Academic search Complete
- Medline Complete
- E Book Academic Collection
- ERIC

The workshop is organized by (LRC) Learning Resource Centre of University of management and Technology Lahore on 18th April, 2015. The core objective of this workshop is designed to provide the basic skills of statistical software packages, in order to utilize for statistical data handling and econometric models. This intensive workshop will provide basic skills of econometric models and econometric programming.
University of Management and Technology (UMT) Lahore has established a Disability Resource Centre (DRC) at its Johar Town Campus Lahore, in order to facilitate Person with Disabilities (PWDs) from all across the country. The DRC was inaugurated on Wednesday and on this occasion a seminar and exhibition were also held at the UMT’s Department of Special Needs Education for the promotion of inclusive education. The event was graced by Punjab Minister for Special Education Mr. Asif Saeed Manais, CEO AKHUWAT Dr. Amjad Saqib, President Rising Sun Institute Dr. A. Tawab, UMT Rector Dr Hassan Sohaib Murad and Dean SSSH at the UMT Dr. Abdul Hameed. Several institutes of special education like Amin Maktab, Hamza Foundation, GDDHS, Kasur, Rising Sun and Public Special Education Centre from different districts of the Punjab also participated in the seminar and displayed their work at the exhibition. The presenters shared their innovative work with the participants of the semi-
scholarships for 4 students with special needs at the UMT and also offered markup-free loans for the graduates from Akhuwat.

According to Dr Hassan Sohaib Murad the UMT plans to take 20 students onboard for different degree courses like engineering, computer sciences and business administration’s etc. “This is just a point to move towards an inclusive university”, he said while adding the university would hire teachers with special needs and students and teachers would also be trained to deal with the PWDs and give them respect in this society. “We are committed to provide first-class education to all UMT students including disabled ones so that after graduating from here, they serve the country and the nation”, he added.

Inspired by the innovative work and display of masterpieces of arts by the students of special needs, Dr. Amjad Saqib appreciated this step and congratulated management for holding this successful seminar. He offered full fee

Several institutes of special education like Amin Maktab, amza Foundation, GDDHS, Kasur, Rising Sun and Public Special Education Centre from different districts of the Punjab also participated in the seminar and displayed their work at the exhibition. The presenters shared their innovative work with the participants of the seminar. Mr. Asif Saeed Manais congratulated the UMT management for holding such an activity at higher education level and also visited the exhibition and admired the efforts of the students. He assured his support and suggested for public private partnership (PPP) for the promotion of inclusive education. He also inaugurated the DRC at the varsity.
New Arrivals

- Tony Buzan: Mind Maps at Work
- Managing From The Heart: Unfolding Spirit in People and Organizations by Arun Wakhlu
- The Evolution of Nuclear Strategy
- Francis Fukuyama: The Origins of Political Order
- Rethinking Innovation: Global Perspectives
- A Journey in the Future of Water by Terje Tvedt
- The Paper Trail
- Politics and Power: How to Create Fast Cycles of Knowledge to Performance and Performance to Knowledge by Lloyd Baird and John C. Henderson